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Event presentation / Introduction

Sustainable tourism at the heart of exchanges

The Caribbean is home to remarkable, globally important
biodiversity, not least 26,000km of reef including the
second and third largest coral reef in the world, 6 species
of sea turtle, thirty or so species of marine mammals and
hundreds of species of fish. This natural and notably
marine heritage constitutes a great tourist attraction for the
region, tourism being the first source of income for
Caribbean countries and territories with 30 million tourists
per year, arriving by plane and especially by boat.
However, the tourism sector relies heavily on the indirect
(beaches and landscapes) and direct (activities such as
diving – the Caribbean attracts two thirds of the world’s
diving) use of natural marine and coastal resources.
Tourism represents a major opportunity for the region but it
can have negative, even not to be reversed, impacts on
the very same resources on which it relies, if not
supervised and implemented adequately. Territories, and
more particularly MPA managers, have to deal with issues
related with welcoming visitors in protected and fragile
areas (bays, islets, diving sites, beaches). How to welcome
tourists without changing the nature of marine protected
areas, how can tourism development be an asset for MPA
managers, how can it produce benefits that in turn
participation in the management and conservation of
natural areas?

Developing the best tourism management tools is a
common priority for all marine protected area managers,
especially overseas.

Developing the best tourism management tools is a
common priority for all marine protected area managers,
especially overseas. Management structures from 6
different islands, concerned with this issue, met from 12 to
14 June 2013 in Saint Martin for three days of technical
exchange. These meetings fall within the scope of the Te
Me Um programme that notably strives to reinforce local
skills and encourage interregional cooperation.

Each came to share their experiences, questions and
ideas, working on the four chosen themes:
• Welcoming visitors and regulations
• Marketing and fees
• Charter and ecolabel
• Communication campaigns and partnerships with
operators.

The event was jointly organised and funded by GIP Aten
(Acteur territoire espaces naturels  Public interest group
for local natural area players) via the Te Me Um
programme, the SPAWRAC and Saint Martin National
Natural Reserve.

Document content:
This compilation is aimed both at this event’s participants and anyone interested in the theme of sustainable tourism and
marine protected areas. It does not aim to transcribe the wealth of exchanges that took place over these three days, but
to sum up the various subjects broached and the main thoughts and ideas discussed. Text boxes highlight specific
examples. A list of useful contacts and documents has been added to the end of the publication for those wishing to
delve deeper into the subject matter.

SUMMARY :
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2 . Regulations and welcoming visitors onsite ......................................................................................... Page 5
3 . Partnerships ........................................................................................................................................Page 8
4 . Marketing and fees ............................................................................................................................. Page 9
5 . Charter and ecolabel .......................................................................................................................... Page 11
6 . Bibliography ........................................................................................................................................ Page 13
7 . Participant contact details ...................................................................................................................Page 14
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Martin ique

Four projets of marine protected areas are currently on
going in Martinique. The projected Regional Nature
Reserve of Prêcheur (strictly marine habitat) is the most
advanced: this Reserve should be made soon official by
decision of the Regional Council of Martinique. The project
of Regional Nature Reserve of Genipay Bay (marine
habitats and mangrove) is also well advanced with
boundaries and draft regulations adopted by the steering
committee. The project of adding a marine part to the
National Nature Reserve of La Caravelle is currently in the
last stages of concertation with all the relevant
stakeholders of the target area. Finally, the project of
adding a marine part to the boundaries of the National
Nature Reserve of St Anne Islets, which meets the highest
reluctance from professional fishermen, is also subject
currently to a first concertation phase.

On the one hand, the
Conservatoire du
Littoral owns 2 000
hectares in Martinique
and some sites are
subject to strong
pressure from human
activity: 1 million
visitors every year on
Les Salines beach, a
stone’s throw away
from the lake bearing
the same name and
protected by the
Conservatoire. The two other "flagship" sites are La
Caravelle peninsula, popular for its hiking trails, and the
footpath between Le Prêcheur and GrandRivière. Over a
sixhour walk, this easyaccess, shaded and entirely
natural path winds its way between the two old plantations
of Anse Couleuvre and Fond Moulin, enhanced by the
Conservatoire. At Cap Salomon, where 13 000 dives a year
have been recorded, Martinique’s first underwater trail will
be ready by the end of 2013.

Guadeloupe

Guadeloupe counts a
number of marine
protected areas.
Guadeloupe National
Park includes a
number of marine
areas, notably Grand
CuldeSac Marin,
once a Nature reserve
managed by
Guadeloupe National
Park (19902009

dates to be checked), and the Ilets Pigeon (since 2009),
two very popular yet very different marine protected areas.
Located between Grande Terre and Basse Terre, Grand
CuldeSac Marin is a large mangrove area, bordered by a
long coral reef at sea. The National Park strives to protect
the islets. Some, such as Ilet Caret, which belong to the
Conservatoire du Littoral, have been no less than a
nautical tourism mecca in the past few decades. The Ilets
Pigeon islands are near the coastline and visited by diving
clubs and tourists who dive without any breathing
apparatus and come by kayak. More than 60 000 dives are
organised there every year.
A nesting site for green and hawksbill turtles, Petite Terre is
also a sanctuary for a great number of species of bird and
reptile. The 2 small islands are home to a 1/3 of the
world’s population of Lesser Antilles iguanas (the
population of Lesser Antilles iguanas is an endemic
species that can now only be found on La Désirade, Petite
Terre and Dominica, and is one of the main reasons Petite
Terre was listed as a nature reserve).
Located twenty kilometres from Saint François, Petite Terre

is one of the most beautiful
protected sites in Guadeloupe.
Peak tourist frequentation is
between November and April, and
during school summer holidays.

1 . Presentation of terri tories and marine protected areas and their links with tourism

Camera allowing simultaneous virtual tour
of Rocher du Diamant

© Conservatoire du littoral Martinique

National Parc Cartography
© PN Guadeloupe

Airplane view of Petite Terre
© RNN Petite Terre
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Saint Eustatius

Saint Eustatius National Marine Park, spanning 27.5 km2,
surrounds the entire island out to 30 meters deep. Two
marine reserves, to the North and South, are marked out
by buoys and welcome three local diving clubs and passing

yachts on 10 moorings.
Fishing is banned in
the two reserves,
except for the 3500
strong local population.
Saint Eustatius also
has an oil terminal that
processes 11.3 million
barrels every year and
makes for a significant
ecological threat.

Anguilla

Anguilla depends almost exclusively on its luxury tourism
industry and its wealth lies in the beaches and desert
islands it jealously guards. Great Britain created five
marine parks in 1993: the three small islands of Dog Island
(10 km²), Prickly Pear (33 km²) and Sandy Island (5 km²),
Little Bay (1 km²) and the East
coast between Shoal Bay and
Island Harbour (19 km²). The
fishing ban has enabled the fauna
to develop. Diving, without or
without breathing apparatus, is one
of the activities that have made
Anguilla so popular. Jet skis are
banned.

Saint-Martin

In the NorthEast part of the island between Rocher Créole
and Oyster Pond, Saint Martin’s most beautiful natural
areas are protected since the National natural reserve was
created in 1998. Its mission is to manage and to preserve
no less than eleven kilometres of coastline, 2 796 hectares
of marine area and fourteen lakes the Conservatoire du
Littoral entrusted it to manage. The tourism operators

(diving clubs, boat rental companies, ecotouristic guides
etc), all partners of the Nature Reserve, offer supervised

activities and
participate in the effort
to manage and protect
it. With around
400,000 visitors a
year, the sites of Ilet
Pinel, Tintamare and
Rocher Créole are
subject to the
strongest human
pressure. Supervise
those activities and
manage those sites
are a requirement for
the manager. Four

trails also enable you to discover the environments that
make up the reserve: dry forest, coastal vegetation,
mangrove and underwater habitats.

La Réunion

Spread out over 3500 hectares and 5 municipalities, La
Réunion National Marine Nature Reserve covers 40
kilometres of coastline. 3500 species of flora and fauna
have been counted and the list is growing. It offers 40 surf
spots, 58 diving spots, a range of water sports (kayak,
standup paddle…), boat trip operators and fishermen
(fishing is allowed but
regulated). It does not
aim to change user
activities in any drastic
way but wishes above
all to generate a
process that will alter
behaviour for a more
respectful use of the
natural heritage.

Marine parc Zoning
© Statia Marine Park

Anguilla's view from the sea
© Anguilla Marine Park

St Martin protected areas mapping
© RNN St Martin

Example of differential zoning
© RNNM Réunion
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Thinking about the consequences of an everincreasing
tourist interest in natural sites, and notably marine
protected areas, has lead managers to implement a range
of tools. Their objective is to develop greater respect of
regulations and therefore limit, not to say wipe out, the
impact of human activity on these areas.

Raising awareness

• Educational signs near facilities – benches, shelters,
observation points,
paths – and on
boarding and landing
sites – pontoons,
beaches – have been
and are being installed
on all sites. The use of
UV and graffiti
resistant materials that
make up the signs is
expensive but
worthwhile on the long
term. This is the
choice recently made
by Saint Martin Nature

reserve when replacing all of its signs damaged by the sun
and vandalism.
• Managers all publish brochures and other booklets and
have noted the need to set up partnerships – with tourist
information centres, hotels, operators…  to better reach
their target group.
• Partnerships with local operators encourage respect for
regulations: respecting the number of passengers allowed,
respecting the use of moorings, better awareness of the
rules… In Guadeloupe National Park, on Petite Terre and
Martinique (within the framework of whale watching),
charters signed between MPAs and service providers
"seal" the latter’s obligations and put them at risk of being
excluded if they do not comply with them.
• Partner training – diving clubs, boat rental companies,
tourist operators – on what to say to their customers before
they discover a site is an undeniable advantage. This
training exists on Petite Terre and will soon be organised in
Martinique for whale watching. This training meets an
operator need as they are eager for information on marine
mammals and their environment.
• The onsite presence of a sufficient number of
professionals to meet tourists, raise awareness and answer
questions is to be desired but human resources are limited.

• The organisation of oneoff events for the general public,
such as open days or exhibitions, increases everyone’s
understanding and respect for the site.
• A clear delimitation of marine protected areas is essential
but far from easy, especially when areas have irregular
perimeters, as is the case in GrandCuldeSac Marin
inside Guadeloupe National Park. In Saint Martin,
Heineken Regatta organisers make crews aware of the fact
that the regatta takes place in part in the waters of the
Nature Reserve and the Marine Park’s Dutch part of the
island by selling a special bracelet and giving back
proceeds from the sale to the two area managers.

2 . Regulations and welcoming visi tors onsite

The Marine Natural Reserve of
La Reunion, marked out by 52
buoys and other markers,
counts up to 190 000 dives per
year in its perimeter. 50
mooring devices are at diving
clubs’ disposal. For the past 10
years, the Ermitage underwater
trail helps to raise school
goers’ and the general public’s
awareness of the diversity of marine fauna and flora.
On the beach, supervision is achieved by two animators
with a national diving and swimming diploma from the
professional fishing sector who run a mobile stand.
They therefore guarantee safe activities and inform the
public by handing out waterproof brochures to trail
users for example. Creating a second trail is in the
pipeline for 2013.

Visit the underwater trail
© RNNM Réunion

Educational panels
© RNN St Martin

SaintMartin chose to put in place moorings in of the
bays of Tintamare beach, therefore facilitating access to
an already highlyfrequented beach. Mooring and
landings have on the contrary been banned in all the
other sites of the island, in particular in order to protect
the nesting sites for the Brown Noddy and the
Tropicbird. This approach is not considered as an
option by the Guadeloupe National Park that does not
believe that this strategy is part of its mission,but also
considers that the impact of human activity is not
significant enough to consider this type of strategy.
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Managing visi tor numbers
• Creating discovery trails helps to channel flows and limit

fauna disturbance,
notably by developing
bird watching. On
Petite Terre, one
educational path alone
is open to the general
public.
• Setting up a
schedule allocating a
certain number of
days a week to every
boat operator, as is
implemented on Petite
Terre, limits the

number of visitors and thus avoids visiting peaks for a
better welcome of tourists and an improved site
preservation.
• Of particular note: the Conservatoire du Littoral’s original
idea of installing six cameras on Martinique’s Rocher du
Diamant, enabling a greater number to enjoy a virtual visit
of the site where landing is banned (and very difficult to
access even for authorised scientific teams). The pictures
are then broadcast in real time to Le Diamant museum, the
cameras can be handled at a distance and information is
available in three languages. At the planning stage:
broadcasting these images to FortdeFrance airport and
even hotels. With one disadvantage: the significant cost
linked to this project.

MOORINGS
To avoid destruction of the sea bottom and in particular sea
grass beds and coral reefs, setting up moorings for diving
clubs and yachts is a priority for marine protected area
managers.
Advantages of and issues with providing moorings:
• By forbidding boats to moor, managers guarantee a
limited number of
users. This measure
often comes with a ban
on spending the night
at the mooring or an
obligation to leave the
mooring after 24 or 48
hours. However, when
there is a lack of
moorings, anchoring in
the sand is tolerated,
as in Saint Martin,
Anguilla and Saint
Eustatius.

• Managers can be held responsible when moorings break
loose. This took place one night in SaintBarthélemy
Nature Reserve and legal action was taken by the owner of
the boat which ran aground. The legislation on this matter
is not clear and managers would appreciate better
information. Since this incident, authorisation from the
Nature reserve is required to moor overnight in Saint
Martin.
• The cost of installing these moorings is high and ensuring
their upkeep is very timeconsuming for staff in charge.
Petite Terre has subcontracted this maintenance and this
approach is being considered by the Parc National de la
Guadeloupe.
• Generally, users do not always take notice of the
information written on the buoys, notably regarding their
resistance, and very often damage the facilities.

REPRESSION
• The area is not "wrapped in cotton wool", there is a
certain amount of tolerance and local culture is taken into
account. For example, camping is authorised on Saint
Martin’s Ilet Pinel and on Petite Terre during the Easter
festivities. Local fishermen are granted special
dispensation in Anguilla and Saint Eustatius.

• Upholding good relations with the
public prosecutor’s office and the
gendarmerie makes official rangers’
work easier. On La Réunion, the
public prosecutor’s office has set up
a "special Reserve" hearing and the
number of offences has since
decreased.
• New sport, touristic, and
recreational practices sometimes

render obsolete the regulations in place in protected areas
obsolete. Bylaws can therefore be drawn up to hone the
regulations in question. Thus, on Petite Terre and St
Martin, due to the development of new uses, prefectoral
orders regulate in detail the frequentation by commercial
and noncommercial activities in the sites. For PetiteTerre,
an advisory body is consulted regarding authorisations
requested by boat rental companies, which must be in
order and limit their passenger numbers. All service
providers are partners of the Nature Reserve and
companies that do not "play the game" run the risk of being
banned… allowing for new partners to be accepted, happy
to receive an authorisation and ready to respect the set
conditions.

Tourist diving on a wreck
© Statia Marine Park

Boats at anchor
© RNN Petite Terre

Anchorage maintenance
© RNN St Martin
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Which regulations?

The codes of good practice differ from one marine
protected area to another.
• In Anguilla and Saint Eustatius notably, the local
population enjoy benefits refused to tourists and is
authorised to fish in protected areas, even with underwater
guns (but without breathing apparatus!). Due to this
authorisation, "dead" pots are sometimes spotted at the
heart of the Marine Park. The same rule applies for
professional fishermen in certain areas of La Réunion,
even though a perimeter has been created that is
completely forbidden.

Still in La Réunion, underwater fishing is allowed, but only
in certain areas and at certain times of day.

• Jet skis are forbidden in Saint Martin and Anguilla –
throughout the island – but are tolerated outside the core
zone of the National park in Guadeloupe and notably
around the Ilet Caret. In 2012, the Marine protected area
agency lodged a complaint against the organisers of the
Karujet competition, some participants having ignored the
ban on crossing the core zone of the Park, during
humpback whales breeding period.
• Petite Terre is the only marine protected area to limit
visitor numbers by allocating operators specific visiting
days. This measure is included in a prefectoral bylaw
aiming to avoid peak visitor numbers.

• The installation of moorings at users’ disposal is often
accompanied by the implementation of a fee. It is an
almost systematic procedure in the englishspeaking
islands of the Caribbean.
In Martinique, where moorings belong to diving clubs, a

campaign aimed at diving clubs in view of introducing a fee
was met with a general outcry and protest.

La Réunion Marine Nature
Reserve regulations have three
levels of protection. Level 1
concerns a general regulated
area where it is forbidden, for
example, to walk on the coral,
leave behind litter and fish at
night. Level 2 is more specific
and involves fishing amateurs
and professionalss. Level 3
covers a fully protected area where all human activities
are banned. These complex regulations require a
significant number of staff to answer user questions.
104 signs can be found along the coastline.

Reserve markup
© RNNM Réunion

Jet skis are forbidden in Saint
Martin Nature Reserve,
because it doesn't comply with
the requirements of the
management plan. There were
more than 200 jet skis on the
island at the start of 2000 and in
particular in the Reserve. Since
then, a number of tickets and
fines – including one for an
amount of 4000 euros – have put a stop to the regular
frequentation of the Reserve by those engines. Today,
operators offer island tours that avoid going through the
Reserve.

Patrol boat of St Martin
© Laure Vincent Aten

POINTS TO REMEMBER
• The best method of installing and seeing to the
upkeep of mooring buoys?
• How should awareness of regulations be evaluated?
• The weekly capacity schedule set up on Petite Terre is
an interesting idea. It could be accompanied by an
authorisation granted to operators on an annual basis.
• How should site’s carrying capacity be evaluated?
Marine protected areas’ visitor capacity must be defined
but is not easy to carry out. Why not draw up common
MPA specifications before undertaking expensive
studies, asked Hélène Souan.
• Communication must be adapted to every use.
• Drawing up proper regulations is easy. Applying these
regulations is another matter, as resources are required
and users must be consulted beforehand. Indicators
help to measure monitoring impact. In Saint Martin, the
Reserve has been able to assess the decrease in
offences and the evolution in the way people think.
• There have also been fewer offences since a
dedicated public prosecutor’s office hearing was set up
in Saint Martin.
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Whether ensuring better
compliance with the regulations,
raising tourists’ awareness of the
natural environments surrounding
them or increasing the proportion of
the selffunding, marine protected
area managers are setting up a
wide variety of partnerships with
other marine protected areas,
operators, users, hotels, tourist

sector representatives… This approach creates a winwin
relationship in which protected sites have nothing to lose.

"What expectations do operators have?"

In Guadeloupe’s GrandCuldeSac Marin, operators were
asked to take part in an opinion survey, an opportunity to
voice their expectations of the National park. Since 1998,
a partnership based on trust was created between the Park
and tourism companies, that committed to carry out their
activities whilst respecting and promoting natural and
cultural heritage. They alone are authorised to display the
logo "Recommended by Guadeloupe National Park" on
their advertising.

Properly informing tourists

On Petite Terre, an ecological survey of the practices of
boat operators that are authorized to make day trips allows
to assess the environmental impact of the frequentation by
those operators. Environmental training is organized every
year for skippers so that tourists
can be made aware and "properly"
informed before landing.

Raising hotel awareness

The ONCFS has set up a
partnership with a number of
Guadeloupian hotels that offer
guests the opportunity to attend an onsite presentation on
marine turtles and methods used to protect them. The
hoteliers themselves have been made aware of the need to
refrain from lighting their beaches in order encourage
nesting.

2 underwater trails, 1 objective

On the Pinel underwater trail, not unlike Martinique’s Cap
Salomon underwater trail, one of the park managers’
objectives is to communicate the right information to users.
The Pinel trail having been set up a long time ago, an
exchange took place between Saint Martin and Martinique
so that they could share experiences. The operators of the
two sites are both independent and took advantage of an
environmental education programme they share with
tourists every day.

Involving divers

• In Anguilla, divers work side by side with the Marine Park.
Clubs have helped to install
moorings in the five marine
protected areas and inform park
rangers every time they notice
damage to moorings.
• La Réunion Marine Nature
Reserve shares a stand with diving
clubs at the Paris diving tradeshow,
thanks to funding from the regional
tourism committee. The Reserve

has published a guide of diving sites and helps organise
diving club open days.

Joining forces with tourist organisations

Saint Eustatius Marine Park relies on the Island’s Tourist
Bureau to inform tourists of the various activities offered in
the Park and the regulations in force, and to distribute
various brochures published by the Marine Park. However,
its main role lies in collecting mooring fees from visiting
boats.

3 . Partnerships

Dolphins © RNNM Réunion

Tourists training
© RNN Petite Terre

Boats at anchor
© Anguilla Marine Park
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Partners are contributing to the Reserve’s
budget

At Pinel, due to the fact that these beach establishments
already existed, the Conservatoire du Littoral exceptionally
delivered temporary occupation permits (TOPs) to two
restaurants and a shop in 2008. This procedure, combined
with good environmental practices, was carried out in a
spirit of partnership and exchange. Since, the surfaces
occupied are properly managed and allow more space to
the public beach. The equipment – parasols, beach
loungers…  blend more into the landscape. The
Conservatoire gives advice on energy, water and waste
management and has just installed ecological composting
toilets. With the supprot of the Conservatoire, the Nature
Reserve has also set up an underwater trail as well as a
discovery path, and has planted a number of plants, in
particular to consolidate the shore. Rents (their amounts
being decided by France Domaine) paid by the partners
make for significant Nature reserve selffunding (18% of
the annual budget).

When direct negociation
fails...
A third restaurant, having
refused to play the game by
rejecting all of the
Conservatoire’s and Naturel
Reserve's managers proposals,
was asked to pay a major fine
for illegal occupation of a
public area and sentenced to
demolish the establishment. At the start of July 2013,
the prefect authorised police assistance to take down
this restaurant made of wood. This newlyfreed space
extends the beach’s public area and shall be planted
and developed to better welcome visitors.

Ilet Pine's coastline
© Conservatoire du littoral

4 . Marketing and fees

Preserved natural environments are
vey often the only basis of
numerous commercial activities ; it
therefore seems logical for these
activities to contribute financially
protection of these sites. Given the
costs of maintenance and
equipment that are implied by the
use of these areas, MPA
managers are obliged to
develop their selffunding capacity if they wish to keep up
the quality of their missions. Some do rather well, by
implementing passenger fees and sometimes by selling
items to tourists.

Fees

Saint Martin: the Reserve manages its “own” fee
The fee on commercial activities collected since 2010 by
Saint Martin National Nature Reserve from companies
authorised to work within its perimeter, represents 15% of
its annual budget. This declaratory fee is paid monthly by
boat rental or day boat trip companies, and by diving and
water sport clubs. It comes to 1.52 euros per passenger

per day, from 1 November to 31 August. It was put in place
by a prefectoral order from March 2010 that also requires
partners to pass on an educational message to their
customers, focusing on the discovery and protection of
protected areas. All of these companies are
administratively in order and bear the "Nature reserve
Partner" logo. They know that the proceeds from the fee
are reinvested in general equipment, and more specifically
moorings, as well as its upkeep. The downside is that few
operators spontaneously pay what they owe and collecting
payments from partners requires many hours of staff time.

PETITE TERRE DRAWS INSPIRATION FROM SAINT
MARTIN
Much like Saint Martin before the publication of the
prefectoral order, Petite Terre Nature Reserve benefits
from the national maritime passenger fee collected by
Customs. In parallel, thanks to a prefectoral order, the
Reserve has set up a mooring fee for boat rental
companies and boat charters, the latter not being subject
to this fee by Customs. An Advisory Body of the Reserve
has authorised thirty or so operators, which pay a mooring
fee of 1.5 euros per person per day.

Golden perchs
© Bruce Cauvin RNNM Réunion
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They declare their activities to the
staff of the Reserve on a monthly
basis and most operatorReserve
exchanges are carried out over the
internet.

"CRUISING PERMIT" IN ANGUILLA
Customs levies a fee from yacht owners and day boat trip
operators as they carry out the necessary procedures on
entering Anguilla. The fee varies according to the length of
their stay, the boat’s tonnage and scheduled moorings, all
of the most popular sites being part of the Marine Park.
From ten to dozens of dollars per day, fee proceeds are
sent to the Marine Park every month.

"CRUISING FEE" AND "DIVE TAG" IN SAINT EUSTATIUS
In 1997, Saint Eustatius Marine Park set up a fee for
yachts and divers. The Tourist Bureau or Customs collect
on the Park’s behalf ten dollars per night spent at a
mooring, regardless of where it may be, as well as two
dollars per person on board per day. The Park has tried
applying this fee to oil tankers
mooring in front of the terminal,
without any success up until now,
and has brought the matter before
the court. Divers must buy a tag
per dive or pay thirty dollars for an
annual unlimited pass.

On 4 July 2006, Saint Martin Nature Reserve – as well
as Petite Terre Nature Reserve – was added by
ministerial decree to the list of protected sites benefiting
from the maritime passenger fee: 1.52 euros per person
per day, from 15 December to 15 April and 15 June to
31 August every year. In accordance with the decree,
Customs collected the tax,
transferring the proceeds to the
Conservatoire du Littoral, which
then in turn passed it on to the
Reserve managing these funds.
The contributions of operators,
lacking in motivation, were far
lower than what they should
have been and the fee soon
proved disappointing. In
2009, the Reserve then
claimed to the Prefect its will to manage itself self
funding, thus triggering a prefectoral order on the
creation of a new fee, of exactly the same amount but
over a longer period and for all commercial activities
operating in the Nature Reserve’s perimeter (marine
and land areas).

Cruise ship St Martin
© RNN St Martin

POINTS TO REMEMBER
• "Collecting the fee must not cost more than collection
proceeds."
• "The issue of how to manage the proceeds must be
thought out before the fee or any other form of sale are
implemented."
• "It seems important to tell tourist operators about the
fee’s use: the sums collected notably help to ensure the
upkeep of moorings."
• "What fees should be levied for individual yachts and
how should they be collected? Via an online declaration,
purchasing a card from marinas and getting it stamped
by the nature reserve?"

Boats at anchor
© RNN Petite Terre

© Statia Marine Park
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Marketing. . . What to sell and how?

What to sell? A diving
guide, stamps,
bracelets, crafts, like
Saint Eustatius? Caps,
waterproof leaflets,
books of underwater
photography like La
Réunion? MPA
managers are still few
to include the sale of
products in their
activity, focusing on
fees and services provided.

• "Selling products is a good idea but we are not marketing
professionals. Why not subcontract this activity locally (via
partnerships with certain businesses for example) thus
avoid mobilising staff who would be of more use
elsewhere?"
• "Products must be properly evaluated and they must be
adapted."

Diving Guid
© Statia Marine Park

Charters between protected natural sites and their partners
are increasing in number. Their aim is to protect the
environment and uphold sustainable tourism.

Whale watching? Yes, but. . .
Marine mammal observation is a fast growing sector. In
Martinique in 2009, 14 500 tourists spent 400 000 euros to
observe these fascinating creatures. In 2011, due to this
success, the number of operators had doubled and up to
fifteen boats could be seen around a school of dolphins! A
local charter has since been drawn up. It is based on the
2011 ministerial order on marine mammals harassment

and on regulations in
force within the Agoa
sanctuary. The
signature of this
charter, requested by
the operators, is
above all a moral
commitment. But this
awareness raising
approach has been
accompanied by a
regulatory safeguard,
namely the publication
of a prefectoral decree
on boating that details

some minimum rules for approaching marine mammals,
thus allowing for suing dangerous behaviour.

33 diving clubs have signed
After a year of meetings and consultations, the charter
signed in March 2012 with 33 diving clubs has helped
reduce the diving activity in the
Guadeloupe National Park by a
third. Supervisors are given
training and the Park has set up a
more efficient mooring system.

What works :
• Behaviour has changed
• Visitor numbers have dropped
• Newcomers value the
framework

What doesn’ t :
• Respecting set hours
• Other activities are being created on the diving sites
• The charter took too much time to implement

What can be improved :
• Better partner information
• Better time management
• Repression of poor behaviour
Comment: "Why not publish a diving guide in Guadeloupe
highlighting the beautiful but lesserknown diving sites such
as the Ilets Pigeon?"

5 . Charter and ecolabel

Whalewatching© DEAL Martinique

Tortle St Martin
© RNN St Martin
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Taking environmental protection one step
further
After signing a charter,
involving passenger
carriers and boat rental
companies in an eco
responsible approach,
we at the Petite Terre
Nature Reserve are
going one step further
and thinking about:
• Handing out a good
practice guide to visitors
• Offering training to
improve the information
passed on by skippers

• Setting up new signs onsite
• Implementing ecotourism assessment measures for

service providers in situ, with the help of trainee secondary
school students
• Improving the system used to measure environmental
impact thanks to information from "mystery customer"

Good strategy = good charter
1 – Consulting stakeholders before drawing up the charter
2 – Combining the charter with a bylaw listing its
regulations
3 – Identifying operators with an ecolabel, renewable every
year
4 – Raising user awareness (press articles, brochures,
signs...)
5 – Training operators in best environmental practices and
placing educational documents at their customers’ disposal

+ Informing operators that a "mystery customer" will give
an account of each of their environmental practices

True friends in Saint Eustatius
Once forced due to a lack of funding to stop its activities
for a time, Saint Eustatius Marine Park has since
created the Friends of Stenapa association and site
management organisation. Private and corporate
members donate 40 to 500 dollars to join the
association, receive a membership card and a small gift
and enjoy discounts in
participating island companies
(hotels, restaurants,
supermarket, garage...). These
donations now represent the
largest share of Stenapa’s
budget… and everybody’s
happy!

Coastal view of St Eustache
© Statia Marine Park

POINTS TO REMEMBER
• Operator contribution and involvement starts with
preliminary consultation. This approach was adopted by
Martinique within the framework of its whale watching
charter, Guadeloupe National Park with diving clubs and
Petite Terre with passenger carriers and boat rental
companies.
• By helping to promote destinations, natural protected
site managers work towards sustainable tourism and a
better management of areas under their responsibility.
• According to Philippe Thévenet, the spokesperson for
the Saint Martin hotelier association, tourist sector
competition is fierce between islands and hoteliers are in
need of new tools, notably in terms of natural heritage,
for a fairer market fight. Tourist
professionals work alongside
protected site managers when
they realise that these areas
represent a tourist product.
• For Guadeloupe National Park,
showing the usefulness of MPAs
via the publication of "Before
and After" pictures is an efficient
way to convince users.
• One strategy is to concentrate
visitors in one particular area of a site, another to
distribute them over the entire site, with advantages and
disadvantages in both cases.

Saint Martin chose to put in place moorings in of the
bays of Tintamare beach, therefore facilitating access to
an already highlyfrequented beach. Mooring and
landings have on the contrary been banned in all the
other sites of the island, in particular in order to protect
the nesting sites for the Brown Noddy and the Tropicbird
. This approach is not considered as an option by the
Guadeloupe National Park that does not believe that this
strategy is part of its mission,but also considers that the
impact of human activity is not significant enough to
consider this type of strategy.
• Protected area / tourist operator partnerships may need
to be structured.
• Tourist operators would probably be interested in being
made aware of the wealth of the local natural heritage by
protected area managers.

Marine Mammals Charter
© DEAL Martinique

Butterfly fish
© RNN Marine de la Réunion
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Visi tors numbers / Susta inable tourims
• FR Observer et suivre la fréquentation dans les AMP
de Méditerranée (2013) link:
http://www.medpan.org/documents/10180/0/Observer+et+s
uivre+la+fr%C3%A9quentation+dans+les+AMP+de+M%C
3%A9diterran%C3%A9e/876383e850ce4b63a266
b6484006fc80?version=1.0
• ENG Visitor use observation and monitoring in
Mediterranean MPA
http://www.medpan.org/documents/10180/0/Monitoring+MP
A+visitor+uses+handbook/13bf0677b944450f96c9
7c8f2ddf034f?version=1.1
• ENG A starter guide to developing sustainable
tourism in protected areas.
http://www.europarc.org/uploaded/documents/896.pdf
• FR Aten bibliography on visitor use

Income and fees
ENG Message from the CAMPAM list  25 different ways
of raising income for protected areas and information on
MPA fees in Tobago
http://listserv.gcfi.org/scripts/wa
GCFI.exe?A2=ind1211&L=CAMPAML&P=R121138

Carry ing capacity
ENG Tourism carrying capacity assessment in the
mediterranean coastal tourist destinations 
Proceedings of the 14th Biennial Coastal Zone Conference
New Orleans, Louisiana July 17 to 21, 2005  by Ivica
Trumbic, UNEPMAP Priority Actions Program Regional
Activity Center. 5 p.
http://www.csc.noaa.gov/cz/CZ05_Proceedings/pdf%20file
s/posters/TrumbicTCCA.pdf
ENG Guide to good practice in tourism carrying
capacity assessment  United Nations Environment
Programme – Mediterranean Acyion Plan.
Split, 2003, 47 p. http://www.pap
thecoastcentre.org/pdfs/Guide%20English.pdf
ENG The Challenge of Tourism Carrying Capacity
Assessment. Theory and Practice
Edited by Harry Coccossis, The University of Thessaly,
Greece and Alexandra Mexa, University of the Aegean,
Greece. Published: May 2004. Reference
http://www.ashgate.com/isbn/9780754635697
FR Capacité de charge et production touristique
[Carrying capacity and tourist sector production]
Thurot, J.M. (1980), Centre des hautes études touristiques,
AixenProvence. Études et mémoires, no 43. Reference
ENG Defining, measuring and evaluating carrying
capacity in european tourism destinations. Final
Report, 52 p. Athens, December 2001. Online

http://ec.europa.eu/environment/iczm/pdf/tcca_en.pdf
FR Comment étudier et suivre la fréquentation dans
les espaces littoraux, marins et insulaires ? De l'état de
l'art à une vision prospective de la recherche. [How to
study and monitoring visitor use in coastal, marine
and island areas]. Nicolas Le Corre, Solenn Le Berre,
Louis Brigand et Ingrid Peuziat, EchoGéo [Online],
19 | 2012,
http://echogeo.revues.org/12749
FR Définition et étalonnage d'un système d'évaluation
de la capacité de charge de l'île de PortCros (Hyères,
France). [Defining and calibrating a system for
evaluating the carrying capacity of PortCros Island
(Hyères, France)] H. BERGERE, S. LE BERRE. Sci. Rep.
PortCros natl. Park, Fr., 25: 81104 (2011).
http://www.portcrosparcnational.fr/upload/rscientifique/T.25
_Bergere&Leberre_Capacit%C3%A9_charge.pdf

Support networks
FR/ENG Medpan network of Mediterranean MPA (north
and south projects) Publications
http://www.medpan.org/en/mnp_publications
http://www.medpan.org/en/msp_publications
ENG SOCMON international initiative on socio
economic monitoring  Publications
http://www.socmon.org/publications.aspx
FR TEMEUM http://temeum.espacesnaturels.fr/ and Aten
http://www.espacesnaturels.fr/
ENG SPAWRAC www.carspawrac.org

Link to presentations
1. Go to: www.carspawrac.org
2. Click on “log in” at the bottom of the page
Username and password sent earlier by SPAWRAC
3. Use the menu in the lefthand column to access the
presentations:
Useful publications and documents > Tourism and MPAs
(restricted) > Sustainable tourism and MPA workshop 12
14 June 2013
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Laure Vincent
Overseas project leader Aten
TE ME UM Programme Secretarial duties and
coordination
laure.vincent@aten.espacesnaturels.fr
Tél. : 04 67 04 30 19 / 06 37 02 71 08

Hélène Souan
Director SPAWRAC
helene.souan.carspaw@guadeloupe
parcnational.fr
Tél. : 05 90 41 55 82

MARTIN IQUE

Nicolas Boulard
Project leader  Antenne du Conservatoire du
littoral en Martinique
[Branch of the French Coastal Protection
Agency in Martinique]
n.boulard@conservatoiredulittoral.fr
www.conservatoiredulittoral.fr
www.rocherdudiamant.com

Tél. : 05 96 53 59 24 / 06 96 80 47 43

Fabien Védie
Marine environment referent DEAL
Martinique
fabien.vedie@developpementdurable.gouv.fr
www.martinique.developpement
durable.gouv.fr
Tél. : 05 96 71 77 90

GUADELOUPE

Michel Tillmann
Technician specialised in water sports Parc
National de Guadeloupe [Guadeloupe National
Park]

michel.tillmann@guadeloupeparcnational.fr
http://www.guadeloupeparcnational.fr/?Leprojetde
chartedeterritoire
Tél. : 05 90 26 10 58 / 06 90 20 44 37

Marion Diard
Scientific and administrative project leader 
Réserve naturelle de Petite Terre [Petite Terre
Nature Reserve]
marion.diard@onf.fr
http://www.reservepetiteterre.org/Plande
gestion
Tél : 05 90 21 29 93 / 06 90 34 97 55
Fax : 05 90 91 52 17

SAINT-EUSTACHE

Nadio Spanner
Ranger – Saint Eustatius Marine Park
research@statiapark.org
http://www.statiapark.org/downloads/download

s/St%20Eustatius%20National%20Marine%
20Park%20Management%20Plan%202007.

pdf
Tél. : (+599) 318 42 17 (cell) / (+599) 318 28 84 (bureau)

ANGUILLA

Randall Richardson
randall.richardson@gov.ai
Research Officer Marine Park d'Anguilla
Department of fisheries and marine
resources
Tél. : (+264) 235 78 22 (cell) / (+264) 497 28 71 (bureau)

. . .SA INT MARTIN ET REUNION (next page)
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SAINT-MARTIN
Réserve naturelle nationale de SaintMartin
[Saint Martin National Nature Reserve]
http://reservenaturellesaintmartin.com/fr/plandegestion

Harvé Viotty
President of the AGRNN of SaintMartin
Tel. : 06 90 77 26 42 / 05 90 87 50 53

Nicolas Maslach
Director
nicolas.maslach@rnsm.org
Tel. : 05 90 29 09 72 / 06 90 38 77 71

Romain Renoux
In charge of the regional cooperation and
environmental education unit
romain.renoux@rnsm.org
Tel. : 05 90 29 09 72 / 06 90 66 08 18

Béatrice Galdi
Project leader  Conservatoire du littoral
[French Coastal Protection Agency]
b.galdi@conservatoiredulittoral.fr
Tél. : 05 90 29 09 72 / 06 90 55 15 85

Stéphane Petit
Project leader Direction du tourisme de la
Collectivité de SaintMartin
[Department of Tourism of the Community of
St. Martin]

LA RÉUNION
Réserve naturelle nationale marine de La Réunion
[La Réunion National Marine Nature Reserve]
www.reservemarinereunion.fr

Soraya Issop Mamode
Director
soraya.issopmamode@reservemarinereunion.fr
Tel. : (+262) 06 92 88 49 28 / (+262) 02 62 34
64 46

Yanick Clain
Head of the monitoring unit police
yanick.clain@reservemarinereunion.fr
Tel. : (+262) 06 92 87 95 97 / (+262) 02 62 34
64 48
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